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i love alte so much \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Best game i've ever played. 100x Better part of the Fox Hime series! You can
definitely see how game has changed and new effects are added, main character isn't sooo annoying as in first part, not acting
like pu*** anylonger, but if you want to feel more connected and understand story plot you should definitely play:

1 -> fox hime 2 -> Fox Hime Zero

if you still don't understand connection play
Fox Hime again : )

I love second part but after connecting fact it can break your heart.. Good paintjobs. Very relaxing game about drawing stuff.
Looks and sounds cool, in a kind of nightmarish-vaporchill way. Prefer it if there was a way to change the constantly moving
field of static that is the skybox (the trailer has some much nicer looking stuff instead), as it's a right eye-strain inducer. I don;t
know why, but I really like Froshmin.. worth for the atmosphere alone. UPDATE) you finally figure out most of the RNG death
jumps after 5-6hrs

An Imp? A Fiend! was really tight fun platforming so I thought this would be the same, it kinda is but different and slightly
worse.
Random jumps are 10x harder than others because RNG if your person will grab the ledge or just slide fall to your death
level 5 is just sadistic. GREAT match3 game, one of the BEST in the series!!!

MUST PLAY.. INTENSE FUN
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not free to play. Backgrounds in this game for your Steam profile are good - this is why I recommend.
(Did not even launch the game, just idling for cards). Worth its money. Very interesting game, but personally I just can't get
used to basketball without the weight of the ball.

Beyond that, 4 game modes, easy, hard (smaller nets), trash (random shaped trash into trash cans) and planes (paper airplanes
through hoops). After 3 baskets in a row, objects become flaming, which is kind of neat but ultimately just distracting.

In paper airplane, aiming it is very annoying because they are so large it takes up half the field of view.

All modes are timed, which I dislike as well, would be nice to just free play to practice the mechanics, but ultimately nothing
really making me want to go back.. I liked this game its really fun with nukes and more!. Lousy platformer controls and
unresponsive jumps.. An Empire TW DLC that actually adds some interesting units. I am surprised.. I enjoyed every part of it,
the word puzzles as well as the running minigames and boss battles. The art is amazing and unique.. a total♥♥♥♥♥♥game with
noplayers online!. First impressions:

+Nice story about corporate greed.
+Decent stealth
-Instant deaths\/difficult

Its a decent old-school stealth based game with minimilistic graphics. Seems to have potential if you have patience. Will update
as I play more. I heard it was made by a single person like Axiom Verge, fairly impressive. Its okay so far, maybe worth it esp
when on sale.
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